• A Data Trustworthiness enhanced Reputation Mechanism (DTRM) was proposed.
Introduction
Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) combines cloud computing and mobile computing to provide mobile users with data storage and processing services in clouds that perform resource-intensive computing [1, 2] . The MCC infrastructure involves a set of cloud resources accessed remotely by the users equipped with different devices through the Internet [3] . A typical MCC architecture as shown in Fig. 1 [3] , consists of a mobile client network and a cloud service platform. The mobile client network includes mobile devices, base transceiver station (BTS) and a mobile network. The cloud service platform includes cloud application servers, cloud controllers, data centers etc., to offer data-rich services such as * Corresponding author.
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queries of electronic medical records. As a highly promising information technology trend, MCC enables the large-scale collection and processing of big data for emerging applications [4] .
In the era of big data, data can be produced by online and offline transactions, social networks, sensors and through our daily life activities [5, 6] . The proper processing of big data can result in informative, intelligent and relevant decision making to influence our daily behaviors, scientific developments, and the planning and policies [7] . In order to avoid making decisions based on the analysis of uncertain and imprecise 'dirty' data, it is crucial to verify and clean the data, which leads to the designation of a fourth V in big data: Veracity [8] . Data veracity refers to the quality or trustworthiness of the data and addresses the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the data [9] . Data veracity includes two aspects: data certainty defined by their statistical reliability; and data trustworthiness defined by a number of factors including data origin, collection and processing methods such as infrastructure and facility [10, 11] . With the ubiquitous access to the Internet enabled by MCC, it is not uncommon that big data contains biases, noises, and abnormalities, which pose a big threat to data veracity. Moreover, there are many security issues that can affect data veracity such as external denial-of-service, credential stealing, remote code injection, data integrity attacks, internal attacks, and supply chain attacks [8] . Consequently, the availability, confidentiality, and integrity of both the original data and the data analytics results are threatened by these attacks, e.g., the degraded availability of a big data system, the compromised confidentiality of the data and analytics, and the violated integrity of the data and analytic results.
High-quality and trustworthy data can not only ensure the veracity of information but also improve the performance of big data computing. It is highly desirable to clean data before analyzing it and using it to make decisions. As an effort to tackle the aforementioned challenges, this paper focuses on enhancing the data veracity in MCC by designing a new reputation mechanism. The major contributions of this work include the following:
• We propose a new Data Trustworthiness enhanced Reputation Mechanism (DTRM) to defend against the bad mouthing attacks and internal mobile attacks for enhancing data veracity in MCC.
• The DTRM develops three key security schemes including a sensitivity-level based data category scheme, a metagraph based user group division strategy, and a reputation transferring method.
• Simulation experiments based on real datasets demonstrate that the DTRM improves the performance of the reputation mechanism compared to the state-of-the-art including the ATrust [12] and TSCM [13] mechanisms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief review of the related work. Section 3 describes the adversary models. Section 4 presents the implementation details of the DTRM. Section 5 analyzes the cost and evaluates the performance of the DTRM. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.
Related work
As an important aspect of big data, data veracity has been investigated in some related papers in the literature [8,9,14-19]. For example, Kepner et al. [8] introduced a technique called Computing on Masked Data (CMD) to improve data veracity while allowing a wide range of computations and queries to be performed with low overhead. The CMD combines efficient cryptographic encryption methods with an associative array representation of big data. Lozano et al. [9] identified the challenges and proposed an approach and a corresponding framework for automated veracity assessment of Open Source Information. The framework describes necessary components and shows how a veracity assessment network is gradually built up and expanded from direct and transitive veracity assessments. Bodnar et al. [14] proposed a veracity assessment model for information dissemination on social media networks that combines natural language processing and machine learning algorithms to mine textual content generated by users. Agarwal et al. [15] proposed a crowdsourcing based solution to solve the big data veracity problem that uses the sentiment analysis method to deal with identifying the sentiment expressed in a piece of text. Ashwin et al. [16] proposed three indices named as topic diffusion, geographic dispersion, and spam index to measure the veracity of Twitter topics from tweets themselves. These measures are tested using tweets about oil companies as validators. Debattista et al. [17] defined the veracity of Big Data as ''conformity with truth or facts'', and described eight Linked Data quality metrics and two techniques to improve and maintain quality and address Big Data's veracity challenge.
Since this paper focuses on using a high-performance reputation mechanism to enhance the data veracity in MCC, in the following, we mainly review the existing research results regarding reputation mechanisms in MCC. Kim et al. [20] proposed a trust management mechanism for reliable data integration, management and applications in MCC. The mechanism suggested a method to quantify a one-dimensional trusting relationship based on the analysis of telephone call data from mobile devices. Shen et al. [21] developed an integrated reputation management platform, Harmony, for collaborative cloud computing. Harmony incorporates an integrated reputation management component, a multi-QoS-oriented resource selection component and a priceassisted resource control component to enhance their mutual interactions for efficient and trustworthy resource sharing among
